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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is the Archival Photographic Recording for the old Gee Gee Bridge over the 
Wakool River prepared in June 2019 by Cosmos Archaelology for Transport for NSW in 
accordance with NSW Heritage guidelines to meet the conditions of approval for the 
delisting of this bridge from the State Heritage Register. The photographic recording 
also includes the old floodplain approach bridge which was not listed on the State 
Heritage Register, but is included for context and reference. 
The old Gee Gee Bridge is a Dare type timber truss built in 1929. There were five main 
styles of timber truss bridges throughout NSW that were used in successive order, 
including: Old Public Works Department trusses designed by William Christopher 
Bennett, used from 1824 to 1889; McDonald trusses designed by John Alexander 
McDonald, used from 1856 to 1930; Allan trusses designed by Percy Allan, used from 
1861 to 1930; de Burgh trusses designed by Ernest Macartney de Burgh, used from 
1863 to 1929; and Dare trusses designed by Henry Harvey Dare, used from 1867 to 
1949.
The photos were taken in October 2018 prior to the bridge's planned demolition in 2020 
and show all aspects of the old Gee Gee Bridge including various significant heritage 
features such as the steel bottom chord, tension rods, cast iron shoes, timber truss 
elements and rocker bearings. 
Hard copies of this completed Heritage Archival Photographic Recording are intended 
to last for 100 years and have been issued to the Murray River Council Library in 
Barham, the NSW Heritage Library in Parramatta via their head office in Goulburn 
Street Sydney, and the Transport for NSW Library in St Hilliers Road Auburn. 
All copies of the report include: a brief report addressing the history and significance of 
the bridge including a historical summary relevant to the bridge and the statement of 
heritage significance; the original construction specifications for Gee Gee Bridge; still 
photographic recording of the Gee Gee Bridge; annotated plans showing the location 
and direction of each photograph; proof sheets of selected digital images (thumbnails) 
and associated catalogue sheets cross referenced to the relevant plans and 
photographs; labelled prints of selected digital images; a USB thumb drive of the 
selected digital images and associated catalogue sheets, as well as digital copies of 
the archival report as both PDF and Word formats.

Figure 1: The Gee Gee Bridge 
over the Wakool River, on 
Noorong Road, Cunninyeuk. 
(Base image: Google Earth). 

1 Roads and Maritime, 2012, Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy: Submissions Report and 
Revised Conservation Strategy. 
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Figure 2: Location of the Gee Gee bridge over the Wakool River, on Noorong Road, 
Cunninyeuk.  (Base image: Google Earth). 

The following abbreviations are used throughout this report: 

LEP Local Environment Plan 
NSW New South Wales 
OEH Office of Environment and Heritage (NSW) 
Roads and Maritime Roads and Maritime Services (NSW) 
RTA Roads and Traffic Authority (NSW) 
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1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

• The bridge’s identification as part of Transport for NSW's Timber Truss 
Bridge Conservation Strategy (2012) for replacement and removal,

• The poor condition of the bridge,

• Limited prospects for conservation and associated economic costs. 
A gazette notice was subsequently published on 23 March 2018 in the NSW 
Government Gazette No. 33. 
The bridge is also an item of local heritage significance, listed in Schedule 5 of the 
Wakool Shire Council LEP 2013 (item no. 4300138). The bridge was also listed in the 
Roads and Maritime Heritage and Conservation Register (item no. 13). The curtilage o
the Gee Gee Bridge was restricted to the bridge itself and the land immediately 
surrounding its abutments.  
This archival recording has been prepared in line with the guidelines as set out in the 
Photographic Recording of Heritage Items Using Film or Digital Capture (revised 2006
and How to prepare archival records of heritage items (1998), prepared by the NSW 
Heritage Division, OEH.  
This archival recording consists of the following elements: 

• A brief report addressing the history and significance of the bridge; including a 
historical summary relevant to the bridge and the statement of heritage 
significance;

• The original construction specifications for Gee Gee Bridge;

• Relevant plans showing the location and direction of each photograph, in this 
location aerial photographs have been used;

• Photographic catalogue sheets cross referenced to the relevant plans and to 
the photographs;

• Three proof sheets showing all photographs taken (approximately up to 16 
photographs per sheet);

• Additional photographic catalogue sheet and proof sheet showing the 22 
detailed photographs provided separately in 2019 by Transport for NSW staff

• An estimated 14 selected prints from the colour digital photographs; and 

In 2012, Transport for NSW committed to the Heritage Timber Truss Bridge program 
which was established to improve transport needs and also provide heritage 
conservation for heritage listed timber truss bridges. The Strategy identified 48 timber 
truss bridges which were managed by Transport for NSW. Of these 48, 26 would be 
retained and 22 would be progressively replaced over the next 15 years, including the 
Gee Gee Bridge. In order to reduce the loss of significance regarding demolition of the 
existing bridge, this archival recording is required for the Gee Gee Bridge prior to its 
removal. 
The Gee Gee Bridge was a State listed heritage item on the State Heritage Register 
(Listing No 01469). Note that the northern flood relief bridge and a connecting earth 
mound, built in c.1930s, was not included in the curtilage of the State heritage item. In 
March 2018 the OEH notified Transport for NSW that the bridge had been removed 
from the State Heritage Register. Reasons included the following:  

f 

) 
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• A DVD containing the report, plans and all digital photographs taken in both
RAW and TIFF format. This is lodged in the plastic sleeve inside each folder
provided.

Five sets of the final archival recording have been provided; this includes three 
bound hard copies and two unbound hard copies. Their distribution is to be 
undertaken by Transport for NSW and must include a folder provided to Wakool 
Shire Council. 

1.1 Authorship 
Jane Mitchell, Archaeologist at Cosmos Archaeology, undertook the archival 
photography for this recording in 2018.  
Subsequent photographs of details were provided in 2019 by Transport for NSW 
staff members Sam Millie and Dave Stratton.  
Milly Bendell, Archaeologist at Cosmos Archaeology prepared the draft report. 
Amy Evans and Amie Nicholl, Transport for NSW staff members provide additional 
specific historical information from a draft Conservation Management Plan for new 
bridges.  
Gina Scheer completed the report and managed the project. 
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2.0 HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE 

2.1 History of the Gee Gee Bridge 
The historic outline presented in this section is based on information from a number of 
sources, including the Statement of Heritage Impact report prepared in 2015 in relation 
to the demolition and replacement of the Gee Gee Bridge. 2 Information and details has 
also been obtained from the State Heritage Register, Roads and Maritime Section 170 
Heritage and Conservation Register listings for the Gee Gee Bridge; and in 2019 
further information was provided by Transport for NSW from an in-house draft 
Conservation Management Plan (2019) addressing new buildings and bridges. 
The construction of Gee Gee Bridge over Wakool River began in 1928 and it is a single 
Dare type timber truss road bridge. Timber truss road bridges have played a significant 
role in the expansion and improvement of the NSW road network. Timber truss bridges 
were preferred by the Public Works Department from the mid-19th to the early 20th 
century because they were relatively cheap to construct and used mostly local 
materials. There were five main styles of timber truss bridges throughout the state that 
were used in successive order, including: 

• Old PWD (Old Public Works Department) trusses designed by William
Christopher Bennett, also called the Bennett Truss, used from 1824 to 1889;

• McDonald trusses designed by John Alexander McDonald, used from 1856 to
1930;

• Allan trusses designed by Percy Allan, used from 1861 to 1930

• DeBurgh trusses designed by Ernest Macartney de Burgh, used from 1863 to
1929; and,

• Dare trusses designed by Henry Harvey Dare, used from 1867 to 1949.
Prior to bridges being built, river crossings were often dangerous in times of rain, which 
caused bulk freight movement to be prohibitively expensive for most agricultural and 
mining produce. Only the high-priced wool clip of the time was able to carry the costs 
and inconvenience imposed by the generally inadequate river crossings that often 
existed prior to the timber truss bridge construction. The financially troubled 
governments of the day applied pressure to the Public Works Department to produce 
as much road and bridge work for as little cost as possible, using local materials. This 
condition effectively prohibited the use of iron and steel, as these, prior to the 
construction of the steel works at Newcastle in the early 20th century, had to be 
imported from England. 
In 1903 engineer Harvey Dare was in charge of highway bridge design. Dare worked 
on a number of De Burgh Truss bridges around 1900 but in 1903 he returned to the 
Howe-type truss as used by Allan. He substituted a pair of steel members for the 
timber lower chord and redesigned the lower chord joints to eliminate the pins of the De 
Burgh truss. Dare’s simplified, composite variant of the Allan truss proved the most 
cost-effective timber truss yet seen in NSW.  
The historical context which drove the design of the Dare truss was a desire to 
combine the best aspects from the de Burgh and Allan trusses designs, while avoiding 
the primary problems with each. The primary problem with the Allan truss was the 

2 The Heritage Group, NSW Government Architects Office, August 2015, Statement of Heritage 
Impact – Gee Gee Timber Truss bridge Cunninyeuk, prepared for Transport for NSW; NSW 
Environment and Heritage, ‘Gee Gee Bridge’ listing on the State Heritage Inventory, de-listed 
March 2018.  
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tendency for the timber bottom chords to fail. The primary problem with the de Burgh 
truss was the expensive metal fabrication that was involved, due to the Pratt truss 
configuration and pinned connections. The Dare truss has the simplest geometry 
overall and in its members, and it also allows the easiest replacement of timbers. 
Dare had his own unique and very simple geometry of square panels and forty-five 
degree angles. Allan's bowed top chord design did not perform the structural intention 
Allan had hoped for, so Dare did away with the bow, simplifying not only the timber 
fabrication, but also fabrication of the cast iron shoes. Even though the Dare truss has 
a slightly longer span than the nearest equivalent Allan truss, the top chord timbers are 
shorter in the Dare truss, and therefore easier to obtain.   
The Dare truss uses less timber than the Allan truss (no timber in bottom chord, less 
timber in top chord and less number of timber diagonals). This does put additional 
stress on the connections between the top chords and the principals and diagonals. 
The Dare truss bridges have the highest survival rate of timber truss bridges in NSW. 
Significant features of a Dare truss bridge like that of the Gee Gee Bridge include the 
following: 

• Steel bottom chord - Consisting of two parallel steel channels sections with 
riveted splice connections, the bottom chords at Gee Gee are typical of the 
Dare truss design.  Dare’s metal bottom chord differed from de Burgh’s as de 
Burgh used flat plates rather than channels. 

• Tension Rods - The metal tension rods are typical of all five truss types, 
consisting of round metal bars with upset threaded ends.  The tension rods are 
provided in matching pairs at each panel point, and placed either side of the 
cross girders.  There are three sizes (2”, 1¾” and 1½”).  Tapered washer plates 
are provided at the top and bottom of each tension rod to distribute the load to 
the top and bottom chords. 

• Cast Iron Shoes - All five truss types use cast iron shoes, but each truss uses 
different details.  The cast iron shoes at Gee Gee are typical of very late Dare 
trusses.  Detailing of cast iron shoes in Dare trusses changed throughout the 
construction period of the Dare trusses, with Dare and other designers 
apparently experimenting with different shapes and connections.  They are 
provided at the top and bottom of all timber diagonals in order to provide a solid 
connection between the timber diagonals and the timber top chord or metal 
bottom chord. 

• Rocker Bearings - The first three types of timber truss bridges did not require 
bearings because they had timber bottom chords.  Most Dare and de Burgh 
trusses had simple metal bearings consisting of a flat metal bearing plate which 
sits on a cast metal bed plate, sometimes with a low-friction material included to 
enable sliding. For only a handful of late Dare trusses, a different bearing 
system was introduced, and this is the metal rocker bearing which exists at Gee 
Gee Bridge – it enables thermal movements of the steel bottom chord as well 
as rotations of the support as heavy vehicles travel across the bridge.  It exists 
only at Gee Gee, Coonamit, and Cameron’s Bridge over Rouchel Brook. 
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2.1.1 Gee Gee Crossing3 

The earliest crossing at Gee Gee may have been constructed some time during the 
mid or late 19th century. The crossing would have served Cunninyeuk Station, a large 
sheep station between the Wakool and Niemur Rivers. When it was put up for sale in 
1906, it was listed as a 29,000-acre property in the Moulamein district ‘on the 
Deniliquin-Swan Hill stock route’ (Figure 3).4  

Figure 3: Detail from Map of the Parish of Cunninyeuk, Department of Lands, 
1915 showing (in red) the Gee Gee crossing. (Source: NSW Land & Property 
Information) 

It is possible the earlier crossing was a natural ford, or at best a ‘corduroy’ type 
crossing which involves logs laid over long stringers spanning the creek (a similar one 
was used at the Coonamit Ferry on the Wakool in the early 20th century).5 The original 
Gee Gee crossing appears to have been located a little way downstream of the current 
bridge.  
The Minister for Railways was advised by the supervising surveyor that the ‘Gee Gee 
Crossing’ would be a suitable place for a railway bridge over the Wakool as part of the 
proposed railway from Gonn crossing on the Murray to Balranald. In 1926, Wakool 
Shire Council deliberated on the Public Works proposal for: “National Works – 
Coonamit lift bridge and Gee Gee Crossing bridge. Two bridges over rivers and creeks 
to serve Gonn Railway line to Stony Crossing in various places provided the Shire 
Council of Wakool finds one third of the estimated cost of £10,000…”.6 
To which Council objected, minuting, “that [the] clerk [should] point out the absurdity of 
a lift span bridge at Coonamit, that the council are of opinion such a construction would 
be waste of public money. That our engineer report on the estimated costs, as shown 
by department's letter”.7 

3 The Heritage Group, NSW Government Architects Office, August 2015, Statement of Heritage 
Impact – Gee Gee Timber Truss bridge Cunninyeuk, prepared for Transport for NSW. 
4 Australian Town and Country Journal, 19 September 1906 p.3. 
5 Swan Hill Guardian, 7 December 1914 p.2. 
6 Riverina Recorder, 8 June 1921.  
7 Riverina Recorder, 29 September 1926, p.4. 

http://images.maps.nsw.gov.au/pixel.htm
http://images.maps.nsw.gov.au/pixel.htm
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By 1928, the need for road networks across the district had significantly grown. The 
road to Swan Hill was becoming a functioning stock route and a tender was received in 
May 1928 for ‘Erection of composite truss bridge’ the lowest bid being that of ‘A. C. 
Burdett, £5918’.8 The Gee Gee Bridge construction began in 1928 (Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Detail from Map of the Parish of Cunninyeuk, Dept of Lands 1938, 
showing the ‘National Bridge (Source: NSW Land & Property information) 

The Wakool Shire Council contacted the Department of Public Works shortly after the 
main bridge was completed, to advise that: ‘the (completed) section… would be quite 
useless when the river is at its normal height owing to the two shallower channels 
between the completed section and the northern bank of the river’.9  
This work experienced delays and contractual issues of one kind or another. An 
additional timber beam flood relief bridge was eventually constructed in 1933 for the 
sum of £2341.10 Formations (i.e. northern and southern earthworks) were finished in 
1934 or possibly in early 1935.11 

8 SMH, 9 May 1928 p. 11. 
9 RTA File 469.66, cited in Statement of Heritage Impact for Gee Gee Bridge by Austral GHD, 
extract provided by Transport for NSW  
10 Ibid.  
11 Riverina Recorder, 29 September 1934, p.4 

http://images.maps.nsw.gov.au/pixel.htm
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Figure 5: Gee Gee bridge, 1940s. (Source: Transport for NSW). 

2.2 Bridge Construction Summary 
The Gee Gee Bridge was a single Dare timber truss road bridge. It has a single timber 
truss span of 27.7m (91ft). There are 3 timber approach spans at the north and 2 at the 
south giving the bridge an overall length of 72.5m (238ft). 
The superstructure is supported by timber trestles and provides a dual lane 
carriageway with a minimum width of 5.5 metres. A timber post and rail guard rail 
extend the full length of the bridge. There is also a flood relief bridge measuring 113-
metres-long and 15 spans located to the north of the main bridge and a 60-metre earth 
embankment in between this structure and the bridge. The roadway falls approximately 
one metre in height between the flood relief bridge and the main bridge. 
The substructure is currently in fair condition. Almost all of the timber trestles have 
been either substantially rebuilt, doubled or strengthened with semi-permanent steel or 
timber props and cross bracing. 
The Gee Gee Bridge superstructure (deck and truss) is in good condition, having been 
replaced in the early 2000s. The truss has been substantially rebuilt with timber 
principals, top chords and the bracing largely replaced. The steel bottom chord of the 
truss is original. The steel monorail I-beams located parallel to the steel bottom chords 
are used as scaffold supports and are only temporary. Metal shoes and hangers and 
some other fixings and parts of the handrail may be original, but the timber ordinance 
handrail and posts are in fair condition. 
The Roads and Maritime Services S170 heritage and conservation register’s recording 
of the bridge identified the following in relation to condition:  ‘Original condition 
assessment: 'Good' (Last updated: 03/08/2005.)’.  
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2.3 Significance Assessment  
The assessment of significance provided in the Statement of Heritage Impact (2015) is 
reproduced below, unaltered.12  
 
Criterion a)  An item is important in the course or pattern of NSW’s cultural or 

natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area); 

The bridge has historical significance through its association with the expansion 
of the NSW road network, its ability to demonstrate historically important 
concepts such as the gradual acceptance of American design ideas in NSW, 
and its association with Harvey Dare. 

Criterion b)  An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a 
person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or 
natural history; 

The bridge does not meet this criterion.  

Criterion c)  An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and / 
or a high degree of creative or technical achievement In NSW (or 
the local area); 

The bridge exhibits the technical excellence of its design, as all of the structural 
detail is clearly visible. In the context of its landscape it is visually attractive. As 
such, the bridge has a small amount of aesthetic significance. 

Criterion d)  An item has strong or special associations with a particular 
community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, 
cultural or spiritual reasons; 

Timber truss bridges are prominent to road travellers and NSW has, in the past, 
been referred to as the "timber truss bridge state". Through this, the complete set 
of bridges gain some social significance, as they could be said to be held in 
reasonable esteem by many travellers in NSW.  
The Gee Gee Crossing generally has social significance locally for its association 
with farming, roads and travelling stock reserves in the Wakool Shire district. 

Criterion e)  An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an 
understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or 
natural history of the local area); 

The bridge has technical significance because it is a Dare truss and is 
representative of some major technical developments that were made in timber 
truss design by the Public Works Department. 

Criterion f)  An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of 
NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the 
local area); 

In 2011 there were 18 surviving Dare trusses in NSW of the 44 built. There are 
62 timber truss road bridges surviving from the over 400 built13. 
 

 
12 Opp Cit, Statement of Heritage Impact – Gee Gee Timber Truss bridge Cunninywuk.  
13 Op Cit 
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Criterion g)  An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics 
of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places; or cultural and natural 
environments. 

Representative of Dare truss bridges. 

2.4 Statement of Significance 
The assessment of significance on the Roads and Maritime Section 170 Heritage and 
Conservation Register listing (with ‘Date significance updated’ noted as 13 September 
2005) is reproduced below, unaltered.14 

The Gee Gee bridge is a Dare type timber truss bridge, and was completed 
in 1929. In 1998 it was in good condition. As a timber truss road bridge, it 
has many associational links with important historical events, trends, and 
people, including the expansion of the road network and economic activity 
throughout NSW, and Harvey Dare, the designer of this type of truss. Dare 
trusses were fifth in the five stage design evolution of NSW timber truss road 
bridges. They were similar to Allan trusses, but contain improvements which 
make them stronger and easier to maintain. This engineering enhancement 
represents a significant evolution of the design of timber truss bridges, and 
gives Dare trusses some technical significance. In 1998 there were 27 
surviving Dare trusses in NSW of the 40 built, and 82 timber truss road 
bridges survive from the over 400 built. The Gee Gee bridge is a 
representative example of Dare timber truss road bridges, and is assessed 
as being State significant, primarily on the basis of its technical and historical 
significance. 

14 NSW Environment and Heritage, ‘Gee Gee Bridge’ listing on the State Heritage Inventory, delisted 
March 2018.  
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3.0 ARCHIVAL INVENTORY 

3.1 Past Assessments 
There are a number of previous assessments that directly address the Gee Gee 
Bridge. They include, in chronological order, the following reports:  

• NSW Environment and Heritage, ‘Gee Gee’ listing on the State Heritage 
Inventory database, delisted March 2018.

• NSW Road and Traffic Authority, 2010 Timber Truss Bridge Strategy, 
Appendix C – Allan Truss Bridge Profiles.

• Futurepast Heritage Consulting Pty Ltd and Transport for NSW, August 
2012, Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy: Submissions report and 
revised conservation strategy, report prepared for Transport for NSW.

• The Heritage Group, August 2015, Statement of Heritage Impact – Gee Gee 
Timber Truss bridge Cunninyeuk, prepared for Transport for NSW. 

The remainder of this archival photographic recording encompasses the original 
construction specifications and the following contents: 

• Relevant plans showing the location and direction of each photograph, in 
this location aerial photographs have been used;

• Photographic catalogue sheets cross referenced to the relevant plans and 
to the photographs;

• Three proof sheets showing all photographs taken of the Bridge and the 
approach bridge (approximately up to 16 photographs per sheet);

• Additional photographic catalogue sheet and proof sheet showing the 22 
detailed photographs provided separately in 2019 by Transport for NSW 
staff

• An estimated 14 selected prints from the colour digital photographs; and

• A USB thumb drive containing the report, plans and all digital photographs 
taken in both RAW and TIFF format. This is lodged in the plastic sleeve 
inside each folder provided. 
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ANNEX A – COPY OF ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION 
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Gee Gee Bridge over the Wakool River, NSW 
 

ARCHIVAL PHOTOGRAPHY DIGITAL IMAGE CATALOGUE SHEET 
No.1 

 

PROJECT NAME Gee Gee Bridge over the Wakool River Archival Recording 

CAMERA Nikon D750  LENSES 24-85 mm 
SENSOR SIZE 35.9mm x 24.0mm 35 MM LENS 

EQUIVALENT 
24-85 mm 

PROOF # D-1 PHOTOGRAPHER Jane Mitchell 
    

IMAGE 
FILE 
NO. 

DATE DESCRIPTION ORIENTATION 

001 12/11/2018 General view of road and bridge surface from south western 
approach 

Facing NE 

002 12/11/2018 General view of road and bridge surface from north eastern 
approach 

Facing SW 

003 12/11/2018 View of approach to Gee Gee bridge from Gee Gee approach 
bridge 

Facing SW 

004 12/11/2018 General view of Dare truss northern view of the river Facing SE 
005 12/11/2018 Northern abutment  Facing NW 
006 12/11/2018 Northern abutment from underneath bridge Facing NE 
007 12/11/2018 Second approach span Facing SW 
008 12/11/2018 General view of Dare truss northern side of the river Facing SW 
009 12/11/2018 Third approach span Facing SW 
010 12/11/2018 Stringers from northern side of river bank Facing SW 
011 12/11/2018 Span attached to bridge deck showing date carving Facing SW 
012 12/11/2018 Relationship between span, bridge deck and truss from 

northern river bank 
Facing SW 

013 12/11/2018 Condition of timber on bridge deck north side Facing NW 
014 12/11/2018 Inside north corner Dare truss from bridge deck Facing NW 
015 12/11/2018 Close up join Dare truss  Facing NW 
016 12/11/2018 View through Dare truss from middle of bridge deck Facing NE 
017 12/11/2018 Southern abutment Facing SE 
018 12/11/2018 Close up first span southern side Facing NE 
019 12/11/2018 First span southern side Facing NE 

020 12/11/2018 General view span and dare truss configuration Facing NE 
021 12/11/2018 Southern abutment and stringers Facing SE 
022 12/11/2018 General view Dare truss and span from southern river bank Facing NW 
023 12/11/2018 Second span from southern river bank Facing NE 
024 12/11/2018 View of two southern spans and Dare truss Facing NW 
025 12/11/2018 Guard rail and southern abutment Facing NW 
026 12/11/2018 View along eastern river side of bridge  Facing NE 
027 12/11/2018 View along eastern bridge side of bridge Facing NE 
028 12/11/2018 Guard rail on east side of bridge, southern end Facing NE 
029 12/11/2018 View of Dare truss from bridge deck Facing E 
030 12/11/2018 View of bridge deck  Facing SW 
031 12/11/2018 View of bridge deck Facing NE 
032 12/11/2018 Dare truss Facing NW 

 
Scales (if used): 20 cm increments  
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Gee Gee Bridge Approach - Archival Photgraphic Recording
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Gee Gee Approach Bridge over the Wakool River, NSW 
ARCHIVAL PHOTOGRAPHY DIGITAL IMAGE CATALOGUE 

SHEET No. 2 

PROJECT NAME Gee Gee Bridge over the Wakool River Archival Recording 

CAMERA Nikon D750 LENSES 24-85 mm 
SENSOR SIZE 35.9mm x 24.0mm 35 MM LENS 

EQUIVALENT 
24-85 mm 

PROOF # D-1 PHOTOGRAPHER Jane Mitchell 

IMAGE 
FILE 
NO. 

DATE DESCRIPTION ORIENTATION 

A001 12/11/2018 View of Gee Gee approach bridge from Gee Gee Bridge Facing NE 
A002 12/11/2018 View of Gee Gee approach bridge Facing NE 
A003 12/11/2018 Gee Gee approach bridge signage Facing NE 
A004 12/11/2018 View of Gee Gee approach bridge Facing SW 
A005 12/11/2018 View of northern span Facing SW 
A006 12/11/2018 View along western side of approach bridge Facing E 
A007 12/11/2018 View second span and stringers Facing SW 
A008 12/11/2018 View southern abutment Facing SW 
A009 12/11/2018 General view bridge surface from north eastern approach Facing SW 
A010 12/11/2018 View of approach to Gee Gee approach bridge from Gee Gee 

bridge 
Facing SW 

A011 12/11/2018 View of guard rails and bridge surface Facing SW 
A012 12/11/2018 General view of northern approach to approach bridge Facing NE 
A013 12/11/2018 View of span showing carved date Facing SW 
A014 12/11/2018 West side of approach bridge Facing E 
A015 12/11/2018 Southern abutment Facing SE 
A016 12/11/2018 View of second span on southern side Facing SW 
A017 12/11/2018 View of first span on southern side Facing SW 

Scales (if used): 20 cm increments 
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Gee Gee Bridge over the Wakool River, NSW 

ARCHIVAL PHOTOGRAPHY DIGITAL IMAGE CATALOGUE SHEET 
No.3  – DETAILS FROM TRANSPORT FOR NSW

PROJECT NAME Gee Gee Bridge over the Wakool River Archival Recording 

CAMERA INFO For Images 001 - 004 Apple IPhone 8 

For Images 015 – 018 OLYMPUS OM-D E-M5 Mark II 

For Images 019 - 022 Olympus SP-510 UZ 

PHOTOGRAPHERS Sam Millie and Dave Stratton RMS 

IMAGE 
FILE 
NO. 

DATE DESCRIPTION ORIENTATION 

001 06.03.2019 Steel Co Ltd England upstream top chord splice plate - 
steel mill mark 1 

Facing SE 

002 06.03.2019 Detail - Steel Co Ltd England upstream top chord 
splice plate - steel mill mark 1 

Facing E 

003 06.03.2019 Detail - Steel Co Ltd England upstream top chord splice 
plate - steel mill mark 1, upside down embossed letters 

Facing E 

004 06.03.2019 Detail - Steel Co Ltd England upstream top chord splice 
plate - steel mill mark 1, upside down embossed letters 

Facing E 

005 12.02.2019 Detail - ‘BHP Co Ltd’ bottom chord steel mill mark - 
standing Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

006 12.02.2019 Detail - timber pier with extra pile support - standing Swan 
Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

007 12.02.2019 Detail - bottom chord tension rod washer plates - standing 
Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

008 12.02.2019 Detail - bottom chord riveted splice connection - standing 
Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

009 12.02.2019 Detail - bottom chord - standing Swan Hill end 
downstream 

Facing E 

010 12.02.2019 Detail – white painted timber cross girder replaced 2-04 
Feb 2004 - standing Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

011 12.02.2019 Detail - truss pier corbels includes dates of 2008 - 
standing Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

012 12.02.2019 Detail - bottom chord wind bracing connection & 
splice plate- standing Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

013 12.02.2019 Detail - timber ordinance handrail post connections - 
standing Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing S 

014 12.02.2019 Detail - rocker bearing-truss principal shoe-bottom chord 
pin - standing Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing S 

015 12.02.2019 Detail - rocker bearing - standing Swan Hill end 
downstream 

Facing E 

016 12.02.2019 Detail - Swan Hill Abutment headstock - standing 
downstream looking upstream 

Facing W 

017 12.02.2019 Detail - Swan Hill Abutment timber piles - standing 
downstream looking upstream 

Facing W 

018 12.02.2019 Detail - Dare truss bottom chord pier support - standing 
Swan Hill end downstream 

Facing E 

019 06.05.2010 Detail - Gee Gee Bridge 2010 - top chord truss anchor 
block 

020 06.05.2010 Detail - Gee Gee Bridge 2010 - top chord truss principal 
anchor block 

021 06.05.2010 Detail - Gee Gee Bridge 2010 - top chord tension rod 
washer plates & nuts without flashing 

022 06.05.2010 Detail - Gee Gee Bridge 2010 - top chord truss anchor 
block keyways 
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